Correlation

™

Bringing people and productivity together

An easy management decision

Correlation is designed with solid 11⁄2" thick tops and 72" overall high cabinets and
hutches that accommodate larger computer monitors. Correlation excels in executive
and management applications. Select the perfect layout for your office from over 350
components in hundreds of exciting color combinations, from traditional to contemporary.

Coming together

Set the tone for executive conferences with Correlation’s sophisticated boardroom tables.
Correlation features 11⁄2" thick worksurfaces made from thermally fused laminate. Tops and
bases can be mixed and matched to accommodate any design requirement. Complete the
picture with the NuCAS seating series (shown) featuring Global’s patented push button
control technology located in the armrests for quick and convenient adjustment.

Teamwork gets it done

Let Global and Correlation bring some real team work to the general office area. Correlation’s
curvilinear worksurfaces and storage components support the flow of people in your office
and help you work more comfortably and productively. Choose from a broad selection of
storage options, featuring a mixed storage center. Most Correlation products ship assembled,
units that ship unassembled incorporate Global’s VETA system (Very Easy to Assemble) to
make assembly quick and easy.

panel options
Top:

Glazed panel available with ribbed
clear finish or rice paper glazed finish.

Centre:

Fabric panel

Bottom: Laminate panel with optional wire
management scoop

Correlation™ with Divide™

create privacy with Divide panels

Divide™ is a modular desk-mounted panel system available with laminate,
fabric or glazed panels which vertically stack to provide privacy. An
integrated rail accepts a wide array of optional accessories to organize
your work and free up your workspace.

hanging rail accessories

paper organizer

higher hutches

Divide’s fabric and glazed panels have builtin rails to accommodate optional off-desk
accessories that help organize work station
paperwork and everyday office essentials.

The optional organizer provides
overhead document storage within
easy reach and without obstructing
the workspace area.

Overall 72" height provides
additional storage space and
accommodates larger computer
screens on the worksurface.

Choose from a variety of off-desk accessories:
pencil holder, organizer tray, CD holder, slanted
file holder, binder holder, phone support, and
file hanger.

Correlation’s lateral files, storage cabinets
and other items, such as serving carts and
wardrobes are available in four standard
drawer pulls. Several components offer
the option of adding pulls to complete the
look throughout the work environment
(optional pulls are shown on the hanging
pedestal above). All drawer faces have 3
mm PVC on all sides for added safety and
a consistent look. Correlation drawers are
superior in construction, employing dovetailed drawer faces and routed channels to
support drawer bottoms.
option W
Flared Satin Brass pull handle

option X
Flared Black matte pull handle

option Y
Flared Nickel matte pull handle

fluted edge
option Z

The protective 3mm PVC edge has
a distinctive “fluted” detail that
enhances the design of Correlation
top components. Optional at no
additional cost.

Dimpled Nickel matte pull handle
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